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Most Art Fairs exclude those without an
established sales record and a lucrative,
representative gallery. In doing so, these Art
Fairs discount younger artists and students while
forfeiting their capacity to imagine different
terms for the exchange and evaluation of art. The
diverse cultures sustained by young artists and
students are – by contrast – often cast against
the ideals of gift economies, critical resistances
and creative discoveries. FAIR works across
these cultural and economic terrains, providing
an opportunity for students to be part of an
Art Fair while at the same time being given the
opportunity to rethink its basic constitution.
This year, postgraduate students from
Edinburgh College of Art set out to establish
a new micronation, create a non-monetary
‘auction’ and re-contextualise aspects of the
computer games industry as art. A group from
Leeds City College respond to the formal
structure of the booth or cubicle – synonymous
with Art Fairs – while students from St Lucas
Visual Arts Ghent showcase their own work –
reflecting the broader programme of knowledge
exchange supported by the project.
In its third year, FAIR encapsulates the vexed
notion of capitalism; it pits questions relating to
the cost of education, depleted prospects for
art students and the practical means of survival
against utopian questions about alternative ways
of living in the world.
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Nathan Chenery

I fell in love with you
Now you’re my one, only one
‘Cause all my life I’ve been so blue
But in that moment you fulfilled me
Now I’ll tell all my friends
I fell in love with a dead boy
Now I’ll tell my family
I wish you could have met him
					
Antony Hegarty
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Liam McCabe

80. “The Almost Nothing of the Unpresentable”
Q.: Certain American commentators have spoken of
an influence of the Talmud.
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J.D.: Yes, and it may be amusing to wonder how
someone can be influenced by what he does not
know. I don’t rule it out. If I greatly regret not
knowing the Talmud, for example, it’s perhaps the
case that it knows me, that it knows itself in me. A
sort of unconscious you see, and one can imagine
some paradoxical trajectories. Unfortunately, I don’t
know Hebrew. The milieu of my Algerian childhood
was too colonized, too uprooted. No doubt by my
own fault in part, I received there no true Jewish
education. But because I came to France, for the
first time, only at the age of nineteen, something
of this must remain in my relation to European and
Parisian culture.

Melissa Burn
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/ wit over wild
/ brain over brawn
/culture over nature
/ man over beast
/ hunter over prey
/ hammer over nail
/ hand over wood
/ knife over flesh
/ fork over tooth
/ pen over paper
/ flight over fight
/ swim over sink
/ boot over mud
/ feet over mountain
/ bind over balance
/ bait over chase
/ speak over howl
/ sit over run
/ known over need
/ man over moon

On the 7th of April the Nation of Ahland
requested its independence and, in line
with the Lack of Reply Means Yes bill, have
consequently seceded from the United
Kingdom.
Ahland was founded on the 15th of January,
2014. It was a Wednesday. A consensus was
reached of a need for a land in which creative
people could live together in funness and
metaphor.
Since then population has grown by 25%,
with a community of over three artists.
Both precursory and arbitrary in nature,
Ahland encourages a resourceful outlook on
life. In recent weeks Ahland has established
an embassy in Scotland, has developed an
efficient postal service, and is currently working
on a national space program.
Ahlandians take pride in ensuring leisure
is sewn into daily life. We believe everyone
should have at least eight hours of fun per day,
intertwining this within work and rest.
Having recently celebrated its first annual
Balloon Day, the next major event on the
Ahlandian calendar is 30th April. On this
date Ahland will welcome tourists into its
boundaries. In the lead up to this event
Ahlandians are working internationally to
involve and inform other nations of our
existence and way of life. Programs such as the
Ahlandian Writer’s Award and the The Haunted
Cup Residency for In-o-vative Spelling have
been particularly lucrative.
The history of Ahland is both rich and
recent. Ahlandians are an optimistic people,
deeply motivated by the development of culture
and grapes.
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Ut Non Moveantur

Alex Salmond’s White Paper Scotland’s
Future was met with a wealthy heft of derision,
with its obsequious generalisations and outright
unwillingness to face up to the tougher realities
of post-independence laying the heaviest blows
for Darling and His Merry Band of Naysayers.
Yet, what with all the grand debates of ideology
and the less interesting but still important
administrative conversations, the issue of
territory has been largely taken for granted.

The Ahlandian Writer’s Award Winner

It is for this reason that this author is urged
to draw your attention to a small sub-heading
in Salmond’s White Paper, titled Proposed
Annexation of Rockall. Much to this author’s
surprise, a cursory search of every news site
from The Daily Mail to The Guardian has
returned a results list of length nil, despite the
sensational political fallout such an annexation
would undoubtedly trigger amongst the islands
of the north-eastern Atlantic.
Rockall is an islet, an uninhabitable volcanic
protrusion from the seabed of width 25 meters,
length 31 metres, and of height 20 metres when
measured upward from sea-level. It’s geographic
situation is almost equidistant from the northwest coast of Ireland and the west coast of
Great Britain, via Scotland, and approximately
450km from both. Today, its ownership remains
disputed by the two nations.
The story is complex: the governments of
Ireland and Great Britain both feign indifference
to the islet publicly, but have admitted off-therecord that Rockall could in fact be a geological
signpost for a subterranean chamber of gas
or oil reserves, luxurious in both quantity
and quality. While it lay seul dans l ‘ocean for
centuries after its formal discovery by Dutch

cartographers in the 1600s, its tribulous tale of
sovereignty begins in earnest with the AngloIrish Treaty of 1921. Arthur Griffith, leader of the
Irish delegation, fought hard to earn territorial
control of the islet at the cost of conceding to
partition of the six northern Irish counties, later
justifying his actions in his memoirs by stating
that he believed his grandmother was born on
Rockall. Just 18 years later, Rockall was ‘won
back’ by Britain in a card game played between
Irish taoiseach Eamonn DeValera and British PM
Neville Chamberlain. The incident only avoided
becoming a national scandal in Ireland due to
the fact that it occurred on the eve of Britain’s
declaration of war on Germany, with most
newspapers opting to lead with the latter story
the following day.
The issue of Rockall was then largely
forgotten until 1955, when Queen Elizabeth II
commanded the British Navy to install a flagpole
on the islet’s peak. The order triggered a major
diplomatic crisis, igniting violent riots in Belfast
and Derry that left scores dead. Icelandic Prime
Minister Ólafur Thors was called in to mediate
proceedings, and gave his famous ‘splitting
stone’ resolution:
“Given the appearance that neither
side willingly desires surrender of Rockall,
and that simultaneously both sides have
evidenced their capacity to maintain the
islet’s composure militarily, there is no
thing but one which must be done, and
that is an equal bisection of Rockall by a
neutral party, and the subsequent donation
of each half of Rockall to the Republic
of Ireland and Great Britain respectively,
and hence each half mobilised by fleet of
tugboat toward the recognised territorial
waters of its new respective nation.”
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The Matter Less Discussed with Respect
to the Impending Referendum on Scottish
Independence

Great Britain readily agreed to the resolution,
yet the Irish delegation declined it, prompting
the Icelandic PM to point towards the Irish
delegation and declare: “Give her the living
child, and in no wise slay it: she is the mother
thereof.”
The Icelandic Ruling was never honoured,
but Queen Elizabeth did withdraw orders for the
installation of the flagpole under the guise that
she thought the Union Jack would be damaged
in the vicious North Atlantic winter storms,
and that it would be too costly to arrange a
lowering of the Rockall flag to half-mast on
days of national mourning. Nevertheless, plans
for a brass plaque went ahead, which was duly
installed later that year.
Since then, Rockall has returned to being little
more than an intermittent novelty feature in the
news. Last year, an Edinburgh-based explorer
and namesake of popular 1990s television
presenter Nick Hancock, spent 42 days on
Rockall, decorating it with pro-independence
slogans and insignia. Speaking to the BBC after
abandoning his colonisation due to inclement
weather conditions, he said he had written to
Salmond to consider what might happen to the
islet in the instance of Scottish independence.
A number of well-placed SNP officials speaking
off-the-record admitted that Hancock’s letter
“had stirred something” inside Alex Salmond,
and was a “likely originator” for the surprise
inclusion of the annexation of Rockall in his
White Paper.
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Wherever his motivations came from, it is
quite probable that, should Scotland gain full
independence, Salmond immediately will order
a militarised annexation of Rockall. He has
recently admitted he is keeping a close eye on
developments in Crimea, with some officials
going further and hinting that “not only is he
keeping a close eye, but he is also taking notes.”

What is not probable but surely certain is that
an independent Scotland will cause an uptick in
the temperature of Hiberno-Caledonian tensions,
and possibly contribute to an increase in the
already flagrant smatterings of racialised street
violence in the cities of Glasgow, Edinburgh
and Aberdeen, to name but three. Whispers
that a yes vote will radicalise Scottish opinion
of Rockall and trigger an all-out war with
Ireland are becoming louder, and are set to
increase to an all-out shouting competition by
June. Salmond, should he proceed with his
plans to annex the islet post-independence, will
undoubtedly have multiple cries to answer to
- loudest of all the epic roar of the storms that
beat the igneous islet of Rockall every Winter.
Dave Young

The Micronation of Ahland
Talbot Rice Gallery
University of Edinburgh
Old College
South Bridge
Edinburgh
EH8 9YL
Monday April 7th 2014

Dear Mr Salmond,
This coming May a new Nation will come into existence. The Micronation of Ahland is to occupy a
dedicated Space within the City of Edinburgh.
We Ahlandians do not seek to separate Ourselves for negative Reasons regarding our current Country of
residence. We want to explore Origins and creation of Culture and demonstrate the determination We as
a small Nation have in regards to developing all aspects of living.
As I am sure You can understand, there is a current need for new Beginnings. With the Confusion
created in all Aspects of National Identity, We wish to offer a Safe Haven for the Creative and Ambitious
alike. We will provide a platform for new ways of dealing with old issues. Within the Boundaries of
Ahland, free Reign and Sanctuary will be presented to Those willing to exercise and redefine their
Thoughts and Opinions on all Aspects of Living.
The people of Scotland, including you, will be welcomed and encouraged to experience fully the
Micronation of Ahland. If You have any Suggestions, or indeed Objections, please get in touch with Us
before 28th of April 2014. If We do not receive any Objections by this Date we will assume you are
supportive of Ahland’s presence within the City of Edinburgh.
Yours Sincerely,
Stephen Kavanagh, O.M.A
Ambassador for the Nation of Ahland
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www.nationofahland.moonfruit.com

LUCA – OUR TIME
The main intention of LUCA is to analyse time in
its brevity.
Our lives are bounded by it and so is our society.

Sjuuls Oonk admits to a large influence of time
in her work. They are contrasts in a flow towards
harmony, a current caused by ‘the in-between’.
Time has many visible or unseen faces. Because
of its many faces, it is difficult to say whether he
exists. But most of his existence stems from his
traces. Oonk is trying to simplify the terms and
theories about time in its most basic form. She
reacts on this by putting those unseen traces
and forms, created by herself or using those
who consist, together in such a way it generates
new perspectives. Drawing becomes sculpture,
pencil becomes landscape, the process becomes
one image and so on. Most of the hours, minutes
and seconds are captured in the action of
making the work until it is finished. The exhibited
artwork is related to her last visit to Edinburgh.
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http://sjuulsoonk.nl/

Dieter Darquennes wants to be clear where
he places himself in the tradition of landscape
painting. His reasoning is somewhat similar
to that of Romanticism, though he does not
necessarily want to put an emphasis on this.
But it does explain how he experiences the
landscape and how he wants to lose himself in
it: absorbed in the moment. Within the context of
his work, he is talking about a landscape where
nature prevails.

Throughout the last century, Mount Everest
claimed many lives. ‘Bodies on Everest’ contains
a select group of images about casualties on the
mountain. Preserved by ice their bodies function
as an orientation beacon for future climbers,
hence objectifying the vessel that once held a
persona cherished and mourned by its relatives.

A landscape without traces of cultivation, all of
this simply to encourage the development of
a primeval landscape: “Pristine” nature, to the
extent that we can imagine this today. Now what
does this primeval landscape look like?
This is a landscape that can be called sublime.
It is grand, mystical and overwhelming: a
theatrical experience of the landscape influenced
by film, decor, music and stories; of which
Rachmaninov’s Second Symphony and Jerry
Goldsmith’s Nicaragua are great examples.
Experiencing them is most important. One of
these stories led Darquennes to Chomolungma:
Goddess Mother of the World. It was the trigger
to start this project about the lives lost to Mount
Everest.

June Meesters grips her ‘winters’ through
seasonal landscapes in gouache illustrations,
where sublime and picturesque meet. Meesters
chooses to paint winter above other seasons
because these landscapes are about nostalgia: a
timeless longing for this particular season and its
accompanying past and future occurrences. She
shows a landscape in all its glory, but does so on
an unobtrusive level.
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https://www.facebook.com/pages/JuneMeesters/163124967186012

Koen Cassiman recreates images that
are unheimlich re-enactments of real or
imagined reminiscences. He reflects upon the
implementation and suggestion of dreams,
which are also reconstructions of deconstructed
memories. They too classify the impulses of our
daily life and thereby process certain memories.
To identify ourselves with the child that we were,
a fictive retelling of the life in between is being
generated, based on faded and bent memories
of both our own experiences and stories our
relatives told about us. Our seemingly innocent
others return to life, much in the way these
‘doubles’ gave life to dolls. The necessity of
personification results from sehnsucht, which is
an essential part of the human condition. This
consequent feeling of ‘absence’ can never be
permanently resolved.
When a spectator identifies himself with certain
images, he becomes the narrator of his own
story created out of the imagery. This story
however, has been greatly influenced by the
clichés fed through several media such as
film or literature. These connotations ‘recall’
the subjective editing; the fictitious fabricated
memory Cassiman tries to expose. This
‘watching oneself from a distance’ through
recursive imagery creates a meta-reference,
which allows for self-evaluation and an unspoken
consensus to occur, because returning to bygone
events through remembrance temporarily fills the
emptiness caused by sehnsucht.
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http://www.kocas.be/

Tara De Neve is intrigued by the inevitable and
often merciless decay time carries, especially
performed on us. Being a young artist, she feels
a fear of aging fuelled by multiple personal
recent events. Yet there lays also beauty, wisdom
and a much deeper kind of inward rest on the
elderly. Young versus old and the parallel of life
versus death, beauty versus ‘ugliness’ within
both, are themes she works with.
In the exhibited artwork De Neve exposes
transience of time itself. Liquid drips over the
drawing, as much in as out of her control. The
drawing will stay the same underneath but the
view will change slowly and constantly, the
same way time works upon us. Not immediately
visible for the eye while ‘changing’, but a drastic
contrast to the ‘immaculate’ drawing it was in its
first days of being shown.
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https://www.facebook.com/taradeneve

What is the true value of art? Can or should
art be judged for its monetary worth? How
ethical it is to judge the success of an artist
on the basis of his or her net worth? These
questions are central to a discussion of the
economy of art and the challenges involved in
placing a value on art and artists.
Most artists struggle to be able to achieve
personal and professional aims through artmaking as a career, particularly if they also
seek to avoid becoming embroiled in the
commercialism of the art world and the unending
cycle of money-making. RRP,a collaboration
between three artists, attempts to scrutinize
these questions and challenges by presenting an
exhibition-cum-auction which aims to reinvent
the typical processes involved in evaluating art.

The exhibition features works of three
individual artists Rui Zhao, Richa Goel and
Gosia Walton. Visitors are invited to present
a bid which they feel is appropriate for the
‘purchase’ of the art work of their choice. There
is no restriction on the size, volume, physicality
or nature of the offer and the possibilities are
infinite. Each artwork is assigned an alphanumeric code listed in the catalogue. The bidder
fills out a bidding form with the corresponding
code and his or her offer. RRP encourages the
bidder to be as descriptive and imaginative as
possible for the artists to realize the potential
of the bid. This will help them make their final
choice in selecting the bid. Each bid is on
display for viewing, comparing, responding in
the hope that broader questions around art and
value can be addressed.
Acquisition of goods through non-monetary
transactions might seem novel but barter
systems and practices of exchange have been
successfully practiced across many civilizations
and periods of history. Perhaps, then, we are
revisiting an older tradition or at least attempting
to remember that the purpose of money is
to facilitate fair exchange, not the other way
round. For us, one thing is for certain the ways
in which art acquires or accrues value need to
be radically reassessed. This exhibition could
very well serve a platform to test these ideas. At
least, that is what we hope for.

In basic terms, money was invented to
operate as a tool to facilitate transactions in
an equalized, democratized and undisputable
manner, yet it ended up becoming the opposite
of its intended functions and has become an
increasingly ‘dirty’ - a complex and abstract
mode of exchange and payment . Is a uniform
measuring unit like money a sufficient tool for
evaluating something as immeasurable and
subjective as art? If not then what is? These
are the questions that RRP is trying to address.
RRP - Recommending Reinventing the Price - is
an effort to open up a debate around how art is
evaluated.

Happy Bidding.
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All the works on display in RRP are ‘for
sale’ but the price tags are unfixed – there is
no minimum or estimated ‘bidding’ amount.
The audience is asked to decide how much
the works are worth, with one key proviso – no
money should exchange hands. The interested
bidder gets to choose what they would like to
‘pay’ – or exchange - for a particular artwork.
Bids can include anything and everything under
the sun except money. Offers could range from
an experience to an object. An offer could be
as tangible as gold or as intangible as a whiff of
air - there is no dearth to the possibilities of what
could be offered and considered.

Collection of 11 sculptures of dogs by Gosia
Walton.
Made from shreds of old newspapers,
brochures and supplements, soft tissue paper
as well as wire. These are an abstract form of
expression following a line of exploration and
experimentation. They belong to the world of
contemporary art where there is no message,
they offer visual experiences: full of textures,
shapes and colour. With these distinct qualities,
a question can be raised:
Has the Scottie dog become an image of
Scotland simply because of its name and its
origin, or has it become an image of Scotland
because people subconsciously feel that the
character of this dog, like the character in their
landscape, demarcates difference with the rest
of the UK?
www.gosiawalton.co.uk

You want a story. I tell you a story.
The story is boring. You say um. I say um.
Then the whole thing starts over again and again and again.
That’s all artists do.
But you should be the one who tells the story.
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Zhao Rui

Richa Goel’s research focuses on how
consumerist culture shapes individualistic
perspective on need versus want. The artist
is currently undertaking a ‘no shopping for
one year’ experiment. This is reflected in her
practice, primarily through drawing and painting.
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To find out more, visit
www.365daysofwithorwithout.wordpress.com
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presents:

Journey is a multi-award winning game, famous
for beautiful visuals and emotive game play and
narrative. The player is taken on a journey of
discovery in diverse environments, touching on
themes of life, death and rejuvenation.
Travel and explore this ancient, mysterious world
alone, or with a stranger you meet along the way.
Soar above ruins and glide across sands as you
discover the secrets of a forgotten civilization.
Featuring stunning visuals, haunting music, and
unique online game play, Journey delivers an
experience like no other.
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We invite participants to enter into this
experience and undergo their own journey in the
gallery.

present:

Space Budgie: An independent game
developer based in Dundee, Scotland.

Glitchspace is a first person programming
game that’s centred around a visual
programming mechanic.
Set in a cyberspace world, you are trying
to find a place known as Glitchspace - a
by-product of cyberspace and its various
glitches. A world that would allow for infinite
possibilities, and access across all systems in
cyberspace through exploitation.
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Through problem solving, it’s up to you how you
approach the in-game challenges; find glitches
in the cyberspace world, and exploit them in
various different ways, allowing for a emergent
play experience.

9.03m, is a short, first person, art/empathy
game for PC. Not a game in the traditional sense
of the word; it aims to humanise, and remember
the victims of the 2011 Japanese tsunami. The
media is quick to put figures to death tolls in
such disasters, and 9.03m tries to remind
people of the individuals behind those figures.
9.03m is set on Baker Beach in San Francisco,
where debris from the tsunami has washed
ashore in the years following the tsunami.
To play, you must find the butterflies.
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Light in the Night - A first person experimental,
exploration game created by Space Budgie for
the 2014 Global Game Jam with a focus on light
pollution. It’s best played using the Oculus Rift,
although it is not required. If you wish to use
a Rift (provided you have one!) select it in the
Graphics Quality option in the launcher. Most of
the artwork is courtesy of Alastair Low.
Frustrated at how the night sky can not be
admired in all of its beauty, we decided to create
a game that tries to give an impression of what
could be hidden behind all of that light that
floods the sky.

Imaginary Games
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Can games be art? When film critic Roger
Ebert claimed in 2010 that videogames could
never be art it was seen as a snub by many
gamers. But from the perspective of philosophy
of art this question was topsy turvey, since
according to one of the most influential theories
of representation all art is a game. Kendall
Waltons make-believe theory explains how
we interact with paintings, novels, movies and
other artworks in terms of imaginary games,
like a childs game of make-believe, wherein
the artwork acts as a prop prescribing specific
imaginings. In this view there can be no question
that videogames - in fact, all games - are indeed
a strange and wonderful form of art.

Choreography: Justine Lim in
collaboration with dancers. Performers:
Christina Duncan, Gemma Williams,
Suzi Cunningham.

Can games be art or is all art a kind of game? A
philosophical investigation of play and imaginary
things.
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‘We see not the art, but the space first.’(1)

The positioning of an object is one of the
most significant factors in its ability to be
seen as an art object. In 1504 Michelangelo’s
David, commissioned by the Opera del Duomo
in Florence, was nearing completion.(2) David
was intended to reside within a cathedral, but
it was instead requested that the sculpture
be positioned outside the town hall. As a lone
figure, directionally guarding the citizens of
Florence from Roman enemies, David becomes
a political symbol. Similarly, the placement of an
object within the context of an art gallery creates
an art object. Stark walls bleach out alternative
narratives and control the representation of an
object as something different from what it might
have been outside of the white cube.
Marcel Duchamp wanted to create something
where the ‘hand and eye count for nothing’.
If ‘hand’ is taken to mean the artist, and
(3)
‘eye’ to mean the spectator, then what remains
necessary is the gallery. Michael Craig-Martin’s
exclamations of An Oak Tree are unheard unless
grounded within the confines of the white cube.
Damien Ortega is no longer the Controller of the
Universe and must find a practical use for his
tools. And, without contextualization, the public
is free to piss in any urinal they see fit. The artist
does not hold sole responsibility over the status
of the work of art. With the continued devouring
of objects by the white cube, it is suggested that
a collector might find it lucrative to purchase an
empty gallery space. The online blog, Artscrub,
imagines the concept of the gallery as art
object.(4) ‘Scrubbing’ involves the meticulous
editing out of all works of art from images of
galleries. Spectators are allowed to remain in
the image and are pictured finding intrigue in
the unblemished walls. The viewer expects art,
and so sees it. However, the artist can play with
these assumptions.
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In the work of British conceptual artist
Ceal Floyer, there is comedy found in the
impersonation of object as art object. Garbage
Bag instructs the viewer to contemplate a
plastic bin bag filled with air.(5) The difference
between Garbage Bag and a garbage bag is that
the former is in the white cube and demands
attention. Floyer demystifies the creation of the
art object and contests the distinctions between
what is art and what is not. It is exasperatingly

amusing that we give our time to a garbage bag
masquerading as an art object. In questioning
the status of Garbage Bag, the ability of the
gallery to create a work of art from an object is
then questioned.
Heideggerian notions of ‘handiness’ reveal
that no true understanding of an object can be
attained without physical interaction with that
object.(6) Rules imposed within the boundaries
of the white space negate handiness. Therefore,
without use, the object takes on new purpose.
In a review of Floyer’s work it is asked, ‘What is
it?’. The answer follows, ‘Nothing. So it must be
art then.’(7) The purpose of an art object is to be
contemplated as art. The white cube is stripped
bare of useable objects. In a space devoted to
displaying the aesthetic, where a fire-hose might
accidentally be contemplated for decorative
mystique, there is a constant risk of ‘artifying’.
The removal of outside objects, and of outside
concerns, renders the museum a liminal place.
There is a supposed suspension of time in such
a setting. No clocks, calendars, or unnecessary
fixtures remain in the white cube.
‘The world turned upside down’ is an
expression often tied to liminality. In Forst,
an installation that filled an entire gallery at
Berlinische Galerie in 2012, Michael Sailstorfer
displays a collection of trees hung on their axis
and slowly rotating.(8) The altered context of
the trees in Forst allows a complete change in
their functionality and perception. In a forest one
might playfully tug a branch or kick debris, but
Forst is valuable and must be kept at distance.
The white cube injects exclusivity and expense to
the otherwise ordinary object. The ‘world turned
upside down’ aspect of liminality, suggests
the abandon of rules and everyday concerns.
Conversely, the white cube enforces restrictions
and creates self-conscious boundaries. The eye
is welcome in the gallery, but the body is less so.
Standardised gallery rules such as ‘Please do
not touch the works of art on display. Even clean
hands can damage surfaces’,(9) and the vigilance
these are upheld with, enforce a behavioural
distance. Physical barriers are created and
limit the level of immersion an installation
might provide. Brad Troemel optimistically
suggests that there remains scope for significant
interaction allowed with objects, regardless of
lack of handiness.(10) It is claimed that when

confronted with an art object, the viewer
commands jurisdiction over it.
In recognition of gallery rules, there is a
maintained capability for destruction and a
physically involved decision not to do so. Or in
certain cases, to do so. In 2006, performance
artist Pierre Pinoncelli utilised Duchamp’s
Fountain for its long forgotten previous identity.
The old man was charged two hundred
(11)
thousand Euro for urinating on the art. Pinoncelli
claimed it was an ‘attempt to free the spirit of
Duchamp from the gilded cage of museumdon’.
Evidenced by the hefty fine, the action only
served to further prove that Fountain is not a
urinal, but an art object.

Perhaps if we can see that ‘we see not the art,
but the space first’, we might not see the space
first.

Rachael Disbury
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Participation is desired in the art
environment, although the example of Pinoncelli
is not advised. But there is a need to involve
the viewer as a literal presence with active and
physical awareness. Olafur Eliasson critiques the
standardized presentation of objects, insisting
that there should be focus on letting spectators
see themselves see.(12) Floyer does this through
the inclusion of comically low-value objects in
the pristine white cube space. The viewer is
made aware of the illusions of the gallery and
the assumptions of art. Eliasson’s gestures are
similar. The Weather Project is based on the
habitual weather reporting routine of day-today conversation, and the reaffirming of what
one already knows. Large in scale, the installed
lights, foil and scaffolding form a sun within
the Turbine Hall of the Tate. By installing such
a fixed and recognized symbol of the outside
world, Eliasson points out the falsities and
deceptive abilities of the gallery space.
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